New insights into the properties and interactions of carbon chains as revealed by HRTEM and DFT analysis
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Abstract
Atomic carbon chains have raised interest for their possible applications as graphene interconnectors as the thinnest nanowires; however, they are hard to synthesize and subsequently to study. We present here a reproducible method to synthesize carbon chains in situ TEM. Moreover, we present a direct observation of the bond length alternation in a pure carbon chain by aberration corrected TEM. Also, cross bonding between two carbon chains, 5 nm long, is observed experimentally and confirmed by DFT calculations. Finally, while free standing carbon chains were observed to be straight due to tensile loading, a carbon chain inside the walls of a carbon nanotube showed high flexibility.

1. Introduction
Carbon chains have recently attracted much attention since their discovery back in the 1967 [1]. Several researchers have synthesized carbon chains by chemical methods, such as functionalizing the chain ends in order to stop them from reacting with other molecules [2, 3]; however, when thinking of applications in electronic devices (e. g. graphene interconnections), the capping ends will change the properties of these chains, therefore a study of carbon chains in a pure carbon environment is very desirable. Troiani et al. were able to synthesize and image directly the carbon chain structure in situ in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) [4]. They achieved this by condensing the electron beam into a small area of amorphous carbon, opening holes and then thinning the bridge between them, transforming the amorphous carbon to carbon nanotubes (CNT) which would break into carbon chains [5]. Later, with the great impact that graphene produced as a possible substitute for silicon in electronic devices, two works were able to derive carbon chains from graphene sheets [6, 7]. Even though they used aberration corrected TEM (AC-TEM), which allows a resolution below 1 Å, they were not able to resolve the bond length in the chain.
Since experimental manipulation of carbon chains is extremely hard, several theoretical works have been published regarding the properties of this structure; it has been predicted a Young’s modulus comparable to CNTs [8, 9], spin polarized electronic transport [10], magnetic states [11], axial torsion effects [12], negative differential resistance [13], among others [10, 14–22].

Crystal structures involving polyynes have been studied in the literature [23–25]. More recently, a molecular dynamics study of the crystal structure of perfect carbon chains was done by Belenkov et al. [26], where they found that a crystal structure of pure carbon chains cannot exist at room temperature without accounting for cross bonding between the chains in the crystal. Other studies related to the stability of the carbon chains also showed that two carbon chains cannot form bonds easily and similar structures are quite stable chemically [27]. However, previous studies hardly revealed the polyyne structures in carbon chains nor studied how two chains interact with each other.

In the present work, we present a direct measurement of the bond length alternation in a chain from AC-TEM, which is confirmed by theoretical studies and atomic simulation, known as Peierls instability [28]. Also, we report experimental observation of cross bonding between two carbon chains by in situ TEM experiments. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations showed that carbon chains are relatively stable when two carbon chains form bonds every 9 member links, which was consistent with the experimental observations. Moreover, we present a reproducible methodology to form pure carbon chains in situ TEM by irradiation of few-layer-graphene flakes with the electron beam at room temperature. The resultant carbon chains varied in length from about 1 nm to 5 nm. The dynamic process showed that carbon chains are very flexible as it confirmed that the bending stiffness is very small as in previous works.

2. Experimental

2.1 TEM characterization

Few-layer-graphene (FLG) sheets were synthesized from worm-like exfoliated graphite [29] and then drop-casted onto a lacy-carbon copper grid (Fig. S1). In situ TEM experiments were performed in a JOEL JEM-2010F equipped with a field emission gun operated at 200 kV. The micrographs were recorded with a Fast-Scan camera with an exposure time of 0.066 s. AC-TEM experiments were performed in a FEI Titan 80–300 cubed operated at 300 kV, equipped with a spherical aberration corrector in the lower objective lens, achieving a resolution below 0.1 nm. All the experiments were performed at room temperature.

Once the FLG were inside the TEM the formation process was carried out as described by Caudillo et al. [5]. Briefly, holes were formed by condensing the electron beam into a small area of a few nm (~ 2 nm) on the FLG. Afterwards, a second hole was drilled 5 nm away from the first one, forming a carbon bridge between the two holes. This bridge was thinned out by focusing the beam onto it while recording the process. Due to the radiation, the carbon atoms rearrange themselves between the two holes forming carbon fibers (i.e., MWCNT) [30].

It is worth noting that if the holes were too small they would close before the thinning of the bridge. Since FLG was used as starting point, some layered structure remained after irradiating with the electron beam. If the holes were not big enough the layers would move towards the center of the holes and close them, but without reconstructing bonds. Once the holes are big enough (around 20 nm) the beam was focused on the bridge area; most of the times MWCNTs were observed composing the bridge. These MWCNTs broke starting from the inner one finally leaving a single walled CNT. It is important to notice that every time an
inner CNT broke an atomic chain was formed suggesting that they are more stable inside a CNT, which is consistent with a previous work [31].

2.2 Modeling

Total energy calculations were performed using the first-principles DFT with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of PBE with VASP [32–34]. Kinetic cutoff energy was taken to be 400 eV. All the atomic positions and lattice parameters of the structures have been optimized by minimizing the total energy, forces on atoms, as well as the stress on the structure. Structural relaxation was done until the forces acting on each atom were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The analysis of the stability was carried out by optimizing different structures under every configuration by changing the unit cell size and relaxing the whole structure. The structure for each configuration has been chosen corresponding to the lowest energy. To remove spurious interactions between neighboring images in periodic calculations, a vacuum 12 Å in all non-periodic direction was taken. A 20 K points mesh has been employed.

3. Results

3.1 Carbon chain properties

A variety of different phenomena were observed during the experiments. Fig. 1 shows a sequence of a typical in situ experiment of the formation of the atomic carbon chains. Fig. 1a shows an already formed chain inside a double wall CNT. As the electron beam interacts with the multi walled CNTs (MWCNT), the inner CNT shell breaks and forms another carbon chain (Fig. 1b–d), which breaks from one end and forms a ring of carbon atoms (see supplementary movie 1). Finally the outer CNT shell breaks forming a free standing chain (Fig. 1f). Interestingly, in some experiments the last CNT would break into 2 carbon chains bridging the open ends of the CNT as shown in Fig. S2.

Fig. S3 shows 6 different chains that formed during the experiments; the lengths of the formed chains varied from 1.3 nm to 2.24 nm in these cases (assuming a bond length of 0.14 nm, they would contain 9 and 16 C atoms). The percentage of successful formation of the chains was more than 80% for a dose of 42 A/cm². However, when a lower electron dose was applied, 5 A/cm², the ratio of success decreased to 10%, obtaining smaller C chains (2 or 3 atoms). DFT calculations by Marques et al. [35] showed that a CNT under tension would break into a chain if it has defects present, otherwise, it will just break and close the open ends. In this sense, the energy of the electrons plays an important role since the carbon knock-on threshold is ~80 kV [36]; therefore, using energies of 200 and 300 kV, and at the same time using a high electron beam dose, the probability of creating defects in the CNTs (e.g., Stone-Wales, vacancies) increases leading to the formation of chains. This phenomenon may knock carbon atoms to the vacuum; however, the thinning process is mainly due to diffusion of the atoms away from the neck region, while the vacancies cluster to form larger holes in the structure or result in surface reconstruction of the CNTs. The formation of the atomic chains has to be a balance of vacancies creation and atoms diffusion since vacancies clustering leads to brittle fracture, while atom rearrangement leads to plastic fracture [5]. Fig. S4 shows an AC- TEM image of a carbon chain where a pentagon is observable on the right side of the chain (circled), confirming the role of the defects in the formation of the carbon chains. It is worth noting that none of the chains broke in-between, but at the junction with the nanotubes being in agreement with what Jin et al. reported [6]. While all the free standing chains are really straight due to the tensile stress they are subjected to, the one shown in Fig. 2 may have been subjected to a less tensile stress inside the CNT, allowing it to bend due to the electron beam (marked with an arrow) making an angle of 120° (see supplementary movie 2). This observation is validated by the work of Hu...
where, by means of DFT calculations, they showed the strain energy even due to high bending angles of the chain is much smaller than that necessary to break a carbon bond, making it very unlikely that a carbon chain can be broken by bending.

Bond length alternation was predicted by Peierls for any atomic chain [28]. It has been proven that this dimerization actually occurs for polyyne structures [3]; however, no measurement has been done on a carbon chain in a pure carbon environment. Fig. 3 shows an AC-TEM image of a small carbon chain that formed after the breaking of a CNT. Here, it is possible to distinguish individual atoms in a short atomic chain composed of four atoms. The distance between the middle two atoms is about $1.5 \pm 0.37 \text{Å}$, while the distance between the atoms on the right side of the chain is about $1.3 \pm 0.37 \text{Å}$. Although the experimental error is not so low, it is evident from the image that the distance between the atoms is different from one pair to the other. This confirms the dimerization caused by the Peierls instability in the atomic chain. While there is a discrepancy between the experimental bond lengths and the theoretical values, the length alternation is evident. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are experimental error, but more importantly the fact that the carbon chain may be under strain. Cretu et al. show the difference in bond length increases when the carbon chains are under tensile stress [38]. According to their results, the chain has a strain of about 10%, which is not surprising since the in situ synthesis process involves applying tensile stress to the carbon nanostructures.

3.2 Interactions between carbon chains

Fig. 4 shows the process of formation of two carbon chains 5 nm long until they break (see supplementary movie 3). Fig. 4a and b shows the beginning of the process where there are three clearly visible chains vibrating one on top of the other. In Fig. 4c the three chains align one on top of the other to gain stability and grow in length. After stretching a while one of them breaks (Fig. 4d, pointed by a black arrow) leaving only two (Fig. 4e). The two remaining chains stabilize for a moment under the beam and started growing larger (Fig. 4e). This process lasted for about 2 s until they grew up to 5 nm in length (35 atoms approx. in each chain) (Fig. 4f) when one of the chains broke (Fig. 4g) causing some instabilities and finally causing the last one to break (Fig. 4h). The whole process lasted about 28.8 s which shows the stability of the carbon chains since they were under the electron beam irradiation all the time.

Remarkably, the last chain did break somewhere in-between, contrary to previous reports [4, 6, 7], leaving a portion of the chain attached to the other chain while a portion of the broken chain was bent backwards (marked by an arrow in Fig. 4g). The length of the broken portion can be measured clearly by the change in contrast along the chains in Fig. 4g, and it is approximately $1.3 \text{ nm}$, which corresponds to about 9 atoms, implying that the top and bottom portions of the chain remained bonded to the other chain; therefore, it is plausible to think that the two chains are bonded every 9 atoms. It is important to note that none of the frames in the movie showed any hexagonal or different pattern discarding the possibility of a nanoribbon being formed.

DFT calculations were performed in order to investigate how two chains interact. Although the transition from $sp$ to $sp^2$ hybridization for a carbon atom would decrease the energy by about 1 eV, which is the cohesive energy difference between carbon chains and graphene based on DFT, forming edges would increase the total energy at the same time. Fig. 5 shows the energy differences between two isolated carbon chains and two carbon chains forming bonds periodically (e. g., if the period is every two atoms, it forms the structure which looks like the narrowest zigzag ribbons). The ribbon with hexagonal lattice turns out to be unstable and spontaneously separates in two parallel chains. However, if the bonds formed in a dilute limit, where the effect of edge energy becomes that of bending energy, the energy of two
carbon chains with bonds is comparable with isolated carbon chains. The minimum number of carbon atoms between two bonds at which cross-linking becomes energetically favorable is about 8 (~10 Å), which is confirmed experimentally (Fig. 4). As the number between cross-links N becomes larger, exceeding the threshold number eight, the energy of structure with bond will be lower than isolated carbon chain; and the energy will approach to the

formation energy of one link. The fitting curve in Figure 5 is by function

\[ \Delta E = A + \frac{B}{(N-C)} \]

where the first term represents formation energy per link and second term represents bending energy of two chains.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that the *in-situ* TEM irradiation of FLG at 200 and 300 kV is a reproducible method to synthesize carbon atomic chains either inside a CNT (formed by electron beam irradiation) or free standing. The formation of the chains inside CNTs walls is due to the combination of the easier diffusivity of carbon atoms inside the inner hollow [39] and the high electron dose at a high voltage. Another reason is that the displacement energy for an atom in the CNT wall gets smaller as a function of the diameter (1 to 3 nm), hence, facilitating the creation of vacancies in the structure of the inner CNTs [36]. We have shown that a bundle of 3 chains can coexist without forming graphite-like ribbons. On the other hand, cross bonding between the chains was evidenced (between two chains) as one of the chains broke partially, leaving a portion with only one carbon chain. Studying the interactions between carbon chains is of crucial relevance in order to be able to use them for a real application, *e.g.*, connectors in electronic circuit, interconnector between graphene sheets, etc.
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Fig. 1.
Sequence of the experiment performed in HRTEM. a) A MWCNT is formed due to the electron irradiation. b) The diameter of the MWCNT is reduced considerably. c) The number of walls starts to decrease at two. d) A double wall CNT is clearly formed. e) The inner CNT breaks and a SWCNT remains. f) The SWCNT breaks and forms the atomic carbon chain.
Fig. 2.
HRTEM image of a bent carbon chain inside a CNT. Inset shows a magnified image of the chain where the $120^\circ$ angle formed by the chain is measured.
Fig. 3.
AC-HRTEM images of a carbon chain formed by 4 atoms where the bond length alternation is observed.
Fig. 4.
HRTEM images of the formation of three chains. From a–d) it is possible to discern three carbon chains. In d) one of the chains breaks (marked by an arrow), leaving only two long chains. In f) the two chains grow up to 5 nm. In g) one of the chains breaks in the middle leaving a section with only one chain, shown by a decrease in contrast. h) Both chains finally break.
Fig. 5.
The energy difference $\Delta E$ per link between cross-link structures and an isolated carbon chain calculated by DFT. Each configuration is calculated with a periodic boundary condition in one direction. $N$ is the number of atom between links. The insets denote the relaxed structures of the corresponding data points. The dashed line ($\Delta E = 0$) is the reference energy of an isolated carbon chain. The hexagonal nanoribbon structure is unstable. $N=8$ is the threshold for two chains forming cross-links. When $N$ increases, the energy will approach to the formation energy for one link.